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LOGLINE

Karachi’s feminists organise a woman’s march, facing

Pakistan’s state, media and radical religious right. A

philosophical work, This Stained Dawn is not just about one

protest, but about the act of political organising itself.



Karachi’s feminists organise a woman’s march, coming up

against Pakistan’s state, media and radical religious right.

Filmmaker Anam Abbas follows the march’s organisers as

they negotiate a deeply surveilled, paranoia-inducing, and

often physically violent space in the hopes of spurring a

revolution. A philosophical work, This Stained Dawn is not

just about the Aurat March, but about the act of political

organising itself.
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BACKGROUND

The visual history of Pakistani feminism is not archived. A few precious photos from the

protests against military Islamization from the 70s remain. As a Pakistani millennial, and an

Aurat March organizer myself since 2018, I am uniquely positioned to tell the story of the

historic cultural shift that is taking place in Urban Pakistan, largely due to the space provided

by social media for people to connect. In 2015 , Sabeen Mehmud, a woman who ran a

progressive arts community space in Karachi, The Second Floor, was shot dead outside the

establishment after an event. As we speak, in efforts to gentrify Karachi, housing

settlements are being swept away, public parks fenced off, media blackouts of grassroots

movements are unquestioned, journalists and activists are disappearing overnight,

censorship and surveillance on the rise- to claim our spaces and our cities now is paramount. I

am overjoyed to be able to archive and participate in our resistance. 

In 2018 the women in Karachi organized to form an anonymous group called Hum Auratain

(Us, Women) and staged the first large scale women's protest in Pakistan since the 70s (when

mostly upper class women came to the streets to protest a military coup that was clamping

down on women’s rights through right wing Islamization). Since then the realm of "women's

issues" have become largely NGOized and alienating to grassroots organizers). I was able to

witness and participate in the organization and execution of this historic, diverse and joyous

March, which in 2019 was mirrored by women activists in 11 cities in Pakistan, resulting in

heated, and much needed debates about the role of women in domestic and public spaces all

over national and social media and a massive outcry from the religious right and threats of

violence and rape if we march again in 2020. In 2020, while the largest march in Karachi, with

its heavy security provided by the provincial government, avoided violence, the marchers in

Islamabad were attacked by religious extremists by stones and bricks, injuring several

women and children. The case filed against the perpetrators has now been forgotten amidst

Covid panic. The 2021 marches, large despite the pandemic and 2020's attacks, were met

now with coordinated accusations of blasphemy against key organizers. 

The representation of the movement in Pakistan in this film suggests implicit parallels with

other regional and global intersectional rights movements, as globally we see people banding

together to fight power. At the same time it subverts popular presentations of Pakistani and

Muslim women in documentary media, which insist on painting us as victims and bury our

indigenous histories of resistance.
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